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A COMPARISON OF MT POSTEDITING
AND TRADITIONAL REVISION
Muriel Vasconcellos, Pan American Health Organization
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Abstract: Postedjting of machine translations differs frorn the task of
T?aaiti-En"t revislon in several respects. In basic approach, revision is a
discovery process, while postediting is an ongoing exerciee ln adjustnent.
Both processes are prirarily concerned with the correction of errorst
but the nature of error types is somewhat different, as is their distribution. With nachine translation, the posteditor has the assurance that nothing has been skipped or repeaEed. Lexical errors wilL be present in the MT
output, but they are more predictable than the klnd connnitted by human
transl.ators. As with traditional revision, mislnterpretatlons may need t.o
be corrected, but they will tend to be narrower in scope. The two processea
are most alike in the ca6e of a translation that i.s to be published.
I.

]NTRODUCTION

is MT postediting to traditional human revision? The.
range, depending on the aspect
considered, fron ttActually, they are ratber dlfferent animaLstt to t'Very
siollar indeed."
A cornparison of the t$o processes 1s tlnely, since machine-translated
(MT) output is belng generated at a rapidly increasing pace and urgent decisions await knowledge about how it ehould be handled. Confronted with
the new technology, managers are asking who should be asslgned to the ta6k
of naking the output conpletely euitable for its intended purpose. Translators, in turn, are wondering what they are reaLly expected to do--how
"far" Lhey are supposed to go in modifying the raw product. And both
managera and translators nould like Lo know whether the sklIls of traditional revision are transferrable to this new mode of work.
While both proce6ses are pri.marily concerned with the correction of
errors, there are differences in the types of errors and in the approach to
deallng with thern. These differences are attributable to the nature of the
How

sinilar

answer to this often-asked questlon will

medium.

2.

TRADITIONAL REVISlON

2.1

General Scope and Nature of the Task

Literature describlng and quantlfying the proces6 of traditional revision is stlll relativeJ.y scant. Arthern (Ref. l) has proposed a model
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for aseessing the quality of revision. He is concerned l^'ith rating the
performance of revisers (or reviewersl) on the basis of the corrections
they rnake, and he defines the process mainly by lnference--i.e., by giving
Ehen a clean bill of healch when they introduce a "necessary correction or
improvement in readability.rt
The need remains for a nodel of the procees

itsel f.
In the meantime, it seems reasonable to state that the purpose of
traditional human revision is to catch and correct any errors that the
first-stage translator may have made and, as required, to|tpolishttthe text
so that it is appropriate to the setting in wbich it is to be used.
With revision, the detection of errors is a discovery process. Typically, the reviewer starls frour the assumption that the translator has made
a conscientious effort to reproduce the original. text in all the aspects of
its nreaning and that any errors are either unintentional lapses or a reflection of his lack of knowledge or experience. If the reviever has to
spend too rnuch time correcting the translatorts interpretation of the source
text, throughput becoures too costly and measures have to be taken. The reviewer is expected to work twice to three time6 as fast ae the translatort
and any marked reduction in this ratio ls unacceptable. Thus, by the time
the translation reaches the revision stage, true substantive errors, linited
naturally by these practical factors, can be expected to be rather infrequent. The reviewer sets out on an expedition to find them. The adventure
is all the more exciting because they can be as creative and unpredictable
as the hunan spirit itself.
2.2

Formal Corrections

There may be errors which, r^rhile chey do not involve a judgrnent call
or very much linguistic reasoning, nevertheless require close attention on
the parc of the revier+er: lapses such as missing phrases, skipped passages,
inadvertent repetitions, misspellings, nistakes in nurnerals. The status of
such errors as errors is obvious. They do not rely greatly on a fund of
translarion experience, but they are important to catch, and they are part
of the reviewerrs responeibility.
Moving up Ehe scale of complexityr the revievrer may be expected to
inplement a particular t'house stylet'in terms of format, puncluation,
capitalization, and the like. Such a task, which in sorne operations is
turned over to an editor, requires concentration and patience in ensuring
that consistent standards are applied throughout the texf.
House style also extends to Ehe harnonization of usage and terminology, which is more the work of transl.ation proper. The requirernent for
consistency will vary depending on the institutional setting and the purpose of the particular document.

2.3

Substantive Corrections

Most of the reviewerrs atEention, however, will tend ro be focused on
substantive corrections, At the lexical level., these are nostly replacements for glosses that are inappropriate, but the revier.rer can aLso find
clear lexical mistakes. In addition, there are misconstruclions of neaning that may extend over a phrase, a clause, a sentence, or even a whole
passage. lt is possible for the translator to miss the point of an entire
sentence and cast it from a perspective that is unfaithful to its intended
meaning. Such nisunderstandings can arise rrhen the source Eext has probIems of expression in the first place. The job of the reviewer, if tbe
original has been misinterpreted, is to ferret out the rneaning and provide
a rendition that is as close as possible to the author's originaL intention.
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2.4

DiscourseOrganization

Good transLators and revisers pay attention to the fabric of the
overall text as well as to the lexical and syntactic pieces of which it is
made. They understand, boEh intuitively
and from observation, about the
ways in which this fabric ls manifested (Refs. 2, 3, 4,5, 6,7 and
others): through the factors that ensure uniforroity of perspective--e.g.
register; through the signposts EhaE link the various pieces together in
temporal, spatial, or logical order; through the cohesive ties that neave
the threads of reference; through the strategies that nake it possible to
subordinate a concept, on the one hand, or, on the other, to focus on ne!r'
or highlighted information; through the devices for establishing the
authorrs viewpoint and expressing the relationship to the thought in the
authorrs mind; and through Lhe sets of cues vrhich together constitute the
nature of the particular genre--those fearures that distinguish a play from
a novel from an editorial in the New York Times. A11 these asDects of
discourse carry meaning, and in a-TianllZTi6n for publication the reviever
is concerned with capturing the nuances in order to ensure that the
Eranslation is a text and not just a congeries of isolated phrases and
senEences.

3.

MT POSTEDITING

3.1

General Scope and Nature of the

Task

Despite a number of differences between traditional revision and MT
postediting, in the t\.ro processes the scope of responsibility is essentially the same. Both the traditional reviewer and the MT posteditor muat
be alert to a staggering variety of possibilities;
both are expected to
make corrections that range from the nechanical to the conceptual, and, for
In both casest
more important texts, from the stylistlc to the political.
their responsibility increases as the nuances of the text become more important because of the use Lo which it is to be put. And as the responsibility increases, the two tasks become more similar.
With MT postediting, the focus is on adjusting the machine output so
that it reflects as accurately as possible the meaning of the original texE.
In other words, the emphasis is on an ongoing exercise of adjusting relatively predictable difficulties,
rather than on the discovery of an inadvertent lapse or error. The passages that clearly require corrections, though
many of them are minor and 1ocal, are more frequent than in traditional
revi s ion.

3.2

Forrnal Corrections

As for the delection of ommissions and the like, the MT posteditor
has an easier time of it.
One can be confident that nothing has been
skipped or repeated. Also, errors in numerals and spelling are unlJ.kely,
since they will occur onl.y if there has been a mistake at the level of the
machine dictionary. Punctuation and capitalization will be copied from the
source language unless there is a specific instruction to the contrary in

the dictionary record (for exarnple, capitalized names of the months in
English vs. lower case in Spanish). To the extent that practices differ
between the two languages, these areas may need to be watched.
3.3

LexicalCorrections

In the MT output there are apt to be unfortunate lexical choices.
every translator knows, in the Eransfer between two languages--any two
411

languages--most of the source worde will suggeBt more than one option in
the target. The one-to-one equivalent 18 the exception, and it ls found

malnly in speclal-purpose technical text.
Before the output ls generated' it is posslble ln an MT system to
control the selection of target glosses at the leve1 of dictionary lookupt
especially with technicel texts, by neans of subject-oriented microglossaries. In addltion, lt is possible Eo specify idiours and rule-baeed collocations--i.e. combinations of words that tend to occur together under
certain condltions. But there will be cases that the systen cannot handle;
these will come through in the raw output and the posteditor will have to
deal wlth them: the Spanish word ndcleo wll1 have two different tran6latlons in an €tomic energy texti some of the contexts can be antlciPatedr
but not all of thern. Or derecho in a 1egal text can mean both rrightr and
rlawrvithin Bhe same prtEffiEl
There are many examples of thie kind.
The probleur of polysenous source words is compounded in everyday
language, where the wear and tear of evolution makes it more conmon to have
dlfferences betveen the source and target languages in the range of semantic fields. Whole concepts and dlstinctlons may exist in the target but
not tbe source. A classic exarnple is Spanish.S.rar, which can nean
either 'hopet or rwaitr in English. While the reviever must be alert to
these possibilities,
the first-stage translator is also aware of then, and
usually the right choice has been made before the translation reaches fhe
revision 6tage. In eome MT systems (Systran at Wright-Patlerson AFB, for
one), such c€ses can be dealt with usingltslashed entriest': the raw output
will generate, for exaurple, the dual itern hope/expect, and the posteditor
will have an expedient way of eliminatlng the unwanted option. Passages
with such r.rords can make for ttsleeperstt in both hurnan and macbine translatlon. The text seems perfectly nstural at first glance. For example, the
English sentence
Tiroe was one of the factors to be considered.
was produced by Spanam2 in t text oD Legionnairers dlsease. The Spanish
word tiempo had been translated as time in the absence of sufficient context
to show that the intended neaning was 'weather'. A human translator rrould
probably not have made that mistake. MTr on the othet hand, as yet unable
to foLlow conplex traine of thought, is nore prone to produce this kind of
problem for the posteditor.
On the other hand, sone type6 of lexical errora will. be less frequenE
in the MT output. While the nachine may not always find the correct alternate translation for a word or phrase, it will- not guess rrrong. It will
not asaume--aa more than one human translator has--that the Spanish phrase
tuberculosis nlliar ie a typographical error and ehould be rendered in
English as military tuberculosis! What it does best ls look up words in
the automatic dictionary, and in this task lt is tireless and totall-y
thorough. It can be trusted to the extent that the lnformation supplled to
the dictionary ln the first place is correct, and that infornaEion will- be
retrieved nith complete accur€cy.
3.4

Coping with Misconstructions

As with traditional revlslon, there nay be misconstructione that need
to be corrected, but they will tend to be narrower in scope. While the
hunan translator may give the wrong slant to a whole sentence and even
longer passages, the machine, when ltrrmisunderstandsrttwill nake a more
local mistake, usually confined to a single lexical ltern; the passages that
cannot be analyzed are cl.ear in their need for interventlon. The interpretation itself ls left to Ehe posteditor, as opposed to the case of the revierter, who is correcting the interpretation of the first-stage translator.
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3.5

General Patterns and thelr Predictability

One of the naln dlfferences in the tyPes of errors to be correcced is
that ln machlne translation a lot of the errors are predictable. There is
the inventory of polysemous source words fhat need to be kept ln mind' or
possibly included in the dictionary as glashed entries; there are the
source-language construcEions that defy analysis; and there are the constructions that typlcally give problems at the interface between the particular pair of languages (for exarnple, VSO ve. SVO with Spanish into
English--Ref. 5) and which can yieLd results ranging from unacceptable to
awkward but granmatically correct--needing to be polished in some cases but
The postpassable in others, depending on the purpose of the translation.
editor becomes faniliar with what to expect and develops technlques for
dealing Irith the recurring glosses and syntactic p€tterns.
If such errors and patterns can be predicted' it uray be asked why
they cannot be dealt with by the coDpute! program in the first place, The
ansvrer i6 that the decisions the posteditor makes are based on his accumulated extralinguistic knowledge of the subject area and other worlda' together with his innate understandlng of dlscourse organization.
The tr{ro processes are moat sirnllar when the translation is to be published or for some other reason ls going to be subjected to close scrutiny.
The posteditor has the same level of responsibility as the tradltional teviewer and cherefore has to bear in nlnd all the same criteria.
Cressey (Ref. 8) has corne up wlth eone interesting statistics on
types of corrections made in the course of postediting, Based on a revlew
of an EngspanJ text postedited by a professional translator, he calculated
an average of 12 changes per 100 words. The percentage breakdosrrl vTas as
fol lows:
Less than 5%r
-:2
Agreenen t
Word order change
20
Article added or deleted 18
Mlnor stylistic adjustment
Passive constructlon
New word substituted
L7.5
Verb probleur
Preposition changed
L2
Syntactic category problem
6
Major reconstruction
Relative clause probleur
5
Tooic-comrent reversed

Nunber Problem

Ungramratical input
To illustrate rrungrauuratical input" he cites the following sequencer represented in the original text as a complete sentence:
While the tranquilizer-using population is skewed tor{ards females
and the elderly, both of vhom do less driving than the average.

Thls exanple is typical of the fare deatt with routinely by the traditional
The difference is that the flrst-stage tran6lator usually handles the probleu before it is passed up to the reviewer.
The Cressey study nay not be a true snapshot of a posteditorrs interventions wlth raw MT output because sone dictionary work had been done on
the text in question, which reduced the posslbllity of gubstantive errors.
On the other hand, it is a19o reasonable to expect that when a glven subJect is translated by the system on a regular basis, much of the needed
vocabulary wiLl be already ln the dlctionary. For this reason, a test done
on randon ratrr l([ output would not necessarily present for the posteditor
the conditions to be expected in a real working environment.
Cresseyrs breakdorrn does, however, give a plcture of the types of
correction8 that a posteditor is apt Eo make, and the distrlbution aPPears
hunan translator.
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to be somewhat different from that of traditional revision. To begin r,rith,
the proportion of lrord-order changes aeems to be quite high relative to the
other Dode. This is also rrue of Ehe problens characterized by CreBBey as
having to do with a verbr syntactic cateSory' relative clauae' number, and
agreement, which in a first-stage human translation would be rare or nonexistent. The treatment of articLes and prepositions, whiLe aLso part of
the work of human revision, is probably more frequent in postediting, since
the first-8tage human lranslator can be expected to be sensitive to pragmatic i6sues. Experience would suggest that the 67" for major reconstruction is actually rather low for MT, and even in human revision it could be
higher. For the category I'new word substituted" there Ls no way of knowing
the severity of the original problens based on the information supplied by
Cressey; they could have been substantive errors or 6inply word choices
that were improved upon. In any case, lexical substitution may be consldered to be one of the most frequent tasks in human revision and is probably
nearly as frequent in MT postediting.
A cLassification of postediting corrections has also been developed
by Riab8teva (nef. 9),.in a study of English-Russian postediting, and she
has cone up with a list very slmllar to Cresseyrs. She excludes the task
of forelgn-word replacement because of its trroutine characterrt and its lack
of relevance for a linguistic study of postediting. Also, she calts nore
attention Ehan Cressey does to the problen of hornographs being rendered aB
the wrong part of speech. But basically her categories, vith finer discriminations in two cases, are the same as his.
3.6

Discourse Organlzation

In the typical and reconmended scenario, the posteditor works dlrectly
The reviewer, on the other hand, is more apt to
write by hand on hard copy. Because of this difference in the working
medium, the posteditor becones conscious of a Left-to-right progression
which correaponds to the natural cosulunication channel and to the delivery
of inforrnation. Aware of this progression, and also conscious of the need
to aave tine and keystrokes, the posteditor will intentionally avold reordering the text, focusing rather on irnprovements that are effective and at
the same tine economical.
The ongoing adjusEments that ere required in postediting help to maintain awareness of the factors of discourse.
on-screen (Refs. 6, 10).

3.7

Unnecessary and IncorrecE Changes

Many translators approach MT with the feeling that the output has to
be turned into a version they would have produced Ehemselves from scr€tch.
Extensive changes nake the process too cos!1y and negate the advantage of
MT. A safe motto is "When in doubt, donrt.t' It may take time for the posEeditor to figure out ways of salvaging as much of the output as possible.
If unnecessary changes are costly, incorrect changes are dangerous.
rt often happens that a beginning posteditor, especiall-y one who is unfamiliar with the parEicular special-purpose technical language, will change
valid output and nake it wrong. This is a hazard that does not exlst $ith
human translation or revision.
A posteditor prone to such ttcountercorrections" will have to be revised, rrhich neutralizes the advantage of
machine tranelation.
One way of dealing with the problem is !o supervlse
the posteditor very closely i.n the beginning and to provide background
reading naterial written origlnally in the target language.
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4.

THE }MDIUM AND THE

MODE

The fact of r,rorking on-screen (Ref. 6) gives the posteditor an immediate view of the result of his changes. Replacernents can be made throughout the text either globally or on a selective basis, so that it begins to
take on irnproved shape even before it is revibwed.
If the posteditor has good keyboard skil1s, the corrections are entered mucb faster than if they were nade by hand. At the same time, however! the nature of the on-screen mode, together with the usual pressure
for fast turnaround (clients think: "After all, the machine did most of
the workl )" makes the posteditor more conscioue the effort involved in
uraking changes. Without relenting in his commitment to accuracy' he tries
at the same time to minimize the number of steps required in order to make
a Lext acceptable for ils intended purpose.

5.

THE HUMAN RESOURCE

From the foregoing discusslon, it can be seen that MT postediting is
As long as postediting is required (i.e.
a highly specialized actlvity.
the application does not make it possible to deliver ralt output directly to
the end-using scientist or technician), there are strong reasons for assigning the work to an experienced translator, or better yetr a reviewer.
These professionals bring with therr long experience at problem-solving in
the particular language combination and awareness of the rnyriad pitfalls to
be avoided (Ref. 10).
The translator is the one best abl.e to pick up errors in the machine
translation (".g., misparsed or unparsable ambiguities); he has extensive
experience with the cross-language transfer of concepts; and he has resources at his disposal which he knows how to use in the event of doubts.
Moreover, for the very reason that translatora are best suited to the taskt
the more experienced they are' the more effective they will be. An inexperienced translator--to say nothing of tbe non-translator--is aPt to waste
precious time unnecessarily reworking passages or trying to deal Ltith a
problern whose solution would be obvious to a seasoned professional.
The strategies that helP to streamline the postediting process are
most easily learned by a professional who already has a strong foundation
of experience in traditional human translation andfot, better yetr in the
revision or the editing of translated texts.
In addition to the professional expertise that a transLator brings to
the task, it is essential that this person have good keyboard skills and
quick reac.tions fo the cballenges that arise in the text.

6.

CONCLUSION

In surnmary, then,

MT

postediting differs frorr traditional

revision in

terms of boch the overall approach and the type of errors that need to be
corrected. It is an ongoing process in which the MT output is adjusted by
rneans of smal1 local fixes which include rnainly nodifications in word order,
the addition or deletion of articles, the substitution of new words (especially prepositions), and rninor modifications in structurer. Less locally,
it can also involve Ehe repair of larger constructions which for one reason
or another are inappropriate or incorrect. And the posteditor' like the
traditional translator, can be faced with the problen of ungrammati.cal in-

put. The two processes are mosL similar when they are concerned with
preparing a text for publication, in which case the devices of discourse
organization should be mastered.
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lThe gentler appellatlon reviever, used by the U.S. Deparnent of
State, some of the lnLernstional organlzstlons, and in this articler avolds
the lnpllcation that the process lnevltably involves changing the work of
the flret-stage translator.
2Spanlsh-lnto-English Ml systen developed in-house by the Pan Amer-

can IIeaIth Organizatlon.

3Engllsh-into-Spanish l{T systen developed in-house by Ehe Pan Amer-

can Health Organization.
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